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the leader of the Money Machine Team, a group of individuals focused on
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Copyright Daniel Rydstedt
You Have Full Giveaway Rights!
You may distribute/give away this ebook using any method you would
like as long as it is not changed or edited in any way.
You also are being given Free rebranding rights to all of the links to
the multiple free traffic builders highlighted in this ebook. These traffic
builders integrated together with this rebrandable ebook can generate
tsunami sized waves of viral traffic as you give out your customized ebook.
If you want to see cash being returned to you on wave after viral wave
in addition to the traffic you generate, you will be given the opportunity to
rebrand the cash generating links for the optional inexpensive residual
money machine I have integrated within the ebook . . . for FREE!
I am loading so much information and so many benefits into this
powerful ebook, that as you give it away, those you give it away to will want
to do the same . . . and this will be repeated generation after generation
creating a viral traffic (and income) Tsunami.
Get ready to get excited as we explore the awesome power of viral
marketing!
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Legal Disclaimer
The information presented herein represents the views of the author as of the
date of publication. Because of the rate with which conditions change, the author
reserves the right to alter and update their opinions based on the new conditions.
This report is for informational purposes only and the author does not accept any
responsibilities for any liabilities resulting from the use of this information.
While every attempt has been made to verify the information provided here, the
author and his resellers and affiliates cannot assume any responsibility for errors,
inaccuracies or omissions.

NOTE - My ebook is somewhat lengthy compared to the typical 15 page
ebook that often only contains rehashed information. I encourage you
to take the time to read this entire ebook carefully, as the plan to create
waves of viral traffic (and cash) is revealed step by step.
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Chapter 1
Why Is This Ebook Free?
Why am I giving this ebook away for free? Why would I encourage
you to do the same? These two questions and others that you may have are
about to be answered in upcoming chapters as we discuss the many facets of
viral marketing.
The word “viral” is a buzz word that is often used in articles and blogs
all over the internet. But few people fully understand the power of this type
of marketing.
I could be charging big bucks for the ebook you are now reading
because the information it contains is very valuable. However, by creating
an ebook that is free, both to receive and give away to others, it is a
win-win situation for everyone.
I gain more traffic by giving this free personalized ebook to you. You
will get the same benefit and much more when you offer your own
personalized copy of this all over the internet. The many awesome benefits
to both yourself and anyone that you give this ebook away to . . . and anyone
that they give this ebook away to, generation after generation . . . will be
apparent as you read further in this free ebook.
If you implement the easy plan presented in this ebook, you could be
receiving massive ongoing traffic and . . . cash money in your Paypal
account on a regular basis.
One major key for an ebook to be successfully shared from
person to person to person . . . generation after generation . . . is
that it has to have helpful content that will solve a problem . . . and it
should be offered free.
As you will find out, this ebook will definitely help solve the one
problem all those on the internet with websites have . . . the challenge of
getting enough traffic to their websites. Because this ebook is FREE and
most things presented in the ebook are also free, most people who see the ad
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offering a free copy of this ebook, “Create A Free Viral Traffic Tsunami,”
will want to download it and read it for themselves.
Because giving away something of value is such an important factor
in insuring that an ebook “goes viral,” I am also going to give you an
additional full-length, extremely valuable ebook ABSOLUTELY FREE!
This additional free ebook that I want to give to you is a copy of one
of the other ebooks that I have authored. How To Create A Money Machine
That Pumps Out Cash Even While You Sleep For The Rest Of Your Life!
Is a full length, 50+ page ebook, that reveals one of the most important, but
little talked about, secrets to creating wealth. You will love it!
You will find out how to receive your free copy of my other ebook as
you read on through this ebook.
It is very important that you understand the power of viral marketing
and my complete plan to utilize that power to drive wave after wave of
traffic and subsequently massive amounts of ongoing cash into your bank
account.
So let’s begin by talking about why getting traffic to your website is
so important in the first place.
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Chapter 2
Traffic-The Key To Your
Online Success
You are reading this ebook because you are interested in creating an
ongoing continual flow of traffic to your website that will, over time, grow
to tsunami levels. Many of you have a personal website, that you would like
more people to be able to check out. This ebook will definitely be helpful to
you, but it was really written and designed to help those of you who want to
make money on the internet become more successful.
Why is having a continual flow of a massive number of visitors to
your website so crucial to your success on the internet? Because the more
traffic that is directed to a capture page that has an opt-in form on it, the
more people will be on your email marketing list. (Don’t worry if you are
not familiar with the term “capture page.” I’m about to explain it to you.)

The Value of Using Traffic To Create A List
You have probably heard it said that “The Money Is In The List!” That
is very true. Many make the mistake of directly promoting the affiliate sales
page of a business opportunity or a page offering a product instead of a
capture page.
People are rarely sold on anything the first time they see it. That is
why corporations like Pepsi spend millions of dollars showing the same ad
over and over. When you drive traffic to a capture page that gives the visitor
something of value in exchange for agreeing to receive future
communication from you via email, you are able to expose them multiple
times to what you have to offer.
With your own list of prospects, you can share different benefits of
what you are offering in a series of emails, spaced out over time. Each time
you do this, it increases the probability that your prospect will purchase your
product or service.
The more traffic you are able to drive to a capture page, which
captures a potential prospect’s email address, the larger your list becomes.
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The larger your list, the more people you will be communicating with who
are interested in what you are offering.
The purpose of your emails could be to simply keep them informed
about your business or it could entail offering them something that you are
marketing.
For those interested in making money on the internet, having a list
allows them to market an almost endless array of original or affiliate
products and income opportunities. Once you have a large list, you can
market to the people on your list at any time by sending them an email offer,
creating income almost at will.
Discussion of the differing strategies used to become successful
making money online is beyond the scope of this ebook. However, the one
common denominator to all those strategies is . . . they all depend upon the
creation of a continual stream of traffic to the marketer’s website.

The Lifeblood Of Your Business
Just like you need a continual blood supply flowing through
your body for you to stay healthy, your online business needs a continual
flow of traffic to your marketing websites for your bottom line to be healthy.
If your body loses enough blood, you become anemic and eventually will
die. If you don’t have enough traffic your business will suffer and
eventually it too can die.
This ebook will show you a free, easy way to launch a continual flow
of traffic that will ensure your success online.

A Tsunami Of Traffic
The title of this ebook is “Create A Free Viral Traffic Tsunami.” A
tsunami is a huge wave of water that is created when an earthquake causes
the land under the ocean to break up and shift. This shifting action causes
small waves. But as these small waves move faster, they eventually join
forming larger waves. These larger waves join with other large waves until a
huge wave forms moving rapidly toward the shore. As that massive wall of
water builds and finally hits land, it makes an impact on everyone and
everything in its path.
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This ebook is the earthquake that is going to launch a series of
traffic waves that will grow until they are, like a tsunami, massive in
size. And when that traffic tsunami hits, look out! The numbers of visitors
to your websites will definitely have an impact upon your business and
could very well play a part in you having all of your financial dreams come
true.
Note that initially after an earthquake, the waves are relatively small
and not that noticeable. But, over time, the waves become massive.
Initially, when you implement the simple plan in this ebook, the waves of
traffic may not seem that impressive. But don't, for a second, think that the
plan is not working. Because of the viral nature of what I am going to
show you, the traffic waves that you launch will continue to grow and
duplicate perpetually . . . creating a seemingly endless flow of traffic.
Launching the traffic waves will be as simple as giving out this
free ebook. The more successful you are at giving away this free ebook, the
larger your traffic tsunami will be. As you give enough ebooks out to see the
distribution expand virally, there will come a time when traffic coming to
your site will be generated on a regular basis without you doing anything!
I just mentioned the importance of building a list. The viral traffic you
receive from this ebook can also help you build a large list.
I don’t want to get ahead of myself. I know I have used the word viral
several times already in this ebook. It is vitally important that you fully
understand what I mean when I use that term, so I am going to devote the
next chapter to discussing the word “viral.”
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Chapter 3
Understanding
Viral Marketing
The word “viral” is a popular term that you will find used by many
people in discussing different ways to market on the internet. But although
many hear the term often, few totally understand how viral marketing works
or why it can be so very powerful in getting a website before a massive
number of visitors.
In another ebook that I authored, How To Create A Money Machine
That Pumps Out Cash Even While You Sleep For The Rest Of Your Life, I
give an illustration about the power of duplicating even the smallest
denomination of our monetary system, the penny. If a penny is doubled
everyday, . . . the first day you would have 2 cents, the second 4 cents, the
third 8 cents, etc. How much money do you think you would have after one
month? The answer is more than 10 million dollars! That is the power of
viral multiplication in action.

A Virus You Want To Pass Around
Two definitions of “virus” have one thing in common. One definition,
according to Webster’s Dictionary, that most people who use the internet are
familiar with is . . . “a computer program that is usually hidden within
another seemingly innocuous program that produces copies of itself and
inserts them into other programs and usually performs a malicious action.”
The other definition according to Webster is . . .“an infective agent capable
of growth and multiplication in living cells causing various
important diseases.”
In both types of viruses, multiplication or a sharing of their malicious
qualities from body to body or computer to computer is involved.
Last winter, in the area where I live, the flu virus was passed from one
student to another and to many teachers as well as many family members,
until one of the local schools was shut down. A virus can spread a disease
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very rapidly to a multitude of people. If left unchecked, a virus can go from
becoming an epidemic to being considered a pandemic, infecting millions of
people.
If that is what can happen when a malicious virus multiplies, think
how powerful a good virus can be in creating something beneficial, such as
traffic, to your website.
Viral marketing is a powerful, positive force. Here is how it is
defined in the Internet Marketing Dictionary: Viral Marketing is a
marketing strategy that encourages others to pass on your marketing
message for you. This can lead to an explosion of interest in your product
or service, and exponential growth rates. (1 person tells 2 others, 2 people
tell 4, 4 tell 8, etc.)
What we are giving out, to create that traffic tsunami, is this ebook.
How hard do you think it will be to give away a benefit laden FREE
EBOOK that documents such an easy viral plan to receive ongoing, ever
growing amounts of traffic? That plan will be revealed in the next few
chapters of this ebook.

Multiplication + Free = A Tsunami Of Traffic
Before, I unveil THE PLAN, let me say just one more thing about the
awesome power of exponential multiplication. Do you remember the 10
million dollars that was created in a month when the penny was consistently
multiplied by 2 every day? Imagine what would happen if you applied this
simple math to giving out this ebook. How powerful would the duplication
be if you didn’t just give out 2 ebooks a day to people who wanted to join
you in building traffic, but you gave out 10 ebooks a day . . . or even 100
ebooks a day?
When you see how and why we are going to combine several
carefully selected viral traffic generators to create this tsunami of traffic, you
will understand why this viral plan is so unique compared to the many other
traffic “systems.”
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Chapter 4
Spreading The
Traffic Virus
I recently attended an internet marketing seminar where the main
traffic strategy that they were promoting was what they call SEO or Search
Engine Optimization. Having researched every way possible to drive traffic
to a website, I know that getting on a search engine’s first page is not as easy
as it was in the past.
With the explosion of the number of websites on the internet, there are
millions of people who would love to get their link displayed among the 10
or so links that show up on the first page for a particular keyword or phrase
that might be used in a search.
I still try to use good keywords in my web-pages, titles and meta-tags,
but unless I have a very specialized string of keywords associated with pages
of my site, it usually is highly unlikely that I will get a listing on the first
page.
Plus, the rules that the search engines such as Google use to determine
who gets ranked high, is continually changing. Maybe others have more
“free time” and/or expertise than I and can make SEO work for them . . . at
least for short periods of time.
However, my aim is to get continuing floods of targeted traffic.
Practical experience shows me it's not worth the constant effort and endless
patience required to get occasional supplemental traffic through search
engine optimization. As a result, I have worked to find and implement
easier, more reliable ways to create viral traffic.

Other Traffic Generators
There are so many other methods of gaining traffic, and many do have
a viral element to them, such as article marketing, forum marketing, social
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marketing and blogging. I don’t want to imply that these cannot also help
bring you traffic.
Then there are the many traffic and email exchanges . . . these can
work if you have a good capture page that gives something of value away.
The problem is that if other marketers are themselves just clicking to get
advertising credits you will need an extremely attention grabbing page to
market your business with any effectiveness through this medium. However,
traffic exchanges will be a good way to give away a rebranded copy of this
ebook that I am going to give you. I will share more on the place traffic
exchanges fit in out strategy a bit later.
Although it is beyond the scope of this ebook to discuss these many
other ways one can get traffic, you can try them if you want. However, they
all take a lot of ongoing work and often the results, if there are any, are only
realized over time.
Instead, I would encourage you to use the plan I am going to give you.
It will be so much easier, give you so much more targeted traffic . . . and
produce ongoing traffic long after you have launched multiple traffic waves.

The Selection Criteria For Our Traffic Builders
Before I describe these free traffic builders that we are going to
utilize, let me briefly tell you what I was looking for and what features I
wanted to find in them, to create our viral traffic tsunami.
Knowing the power of duplication, I wanted a builder that could
be offered for free and even more importantly, it had to create traffic over
multiple levels or generations of referrals. As I mentioned before, a traffic
builder that is FREE duplicates like wildfire when it is good. The traffic
builders I am going to tell you about are very, very good!
Note that there are several that I did not select, even though they
might be very viral in nature, because they required a floating box or shaded
bar containing other people’s ads to cover part of your screen to earn traffic
credits. When someone goes to my web page I don’t want anything to
distract a visitor from receiving the targeted message that I want to
deliver to them.
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So What Builders Launch Our Traffic Waves?
All of the traffic builders that we are going to utilize will use what I
will call a multi-generational business model. These traffic builders will
advertise either a link or a banner that will drive multitudes of people to your
site.
Let me talk about why the business model these traffic builders use is
so very powerful.

The Multi-Generational Model
A business model that has been very successful throughout the world
of marketing involves the sharing of a product or service from one person to
another person to another person over multiple generations. What has made
this so successful is that all the people working in a multi-generational
organization of marketing representatives not only benefit from their own
sales, but also the sales of individuals at different levels below them.
I recently was reading a book by the best selling author of the Rich
Dad, Poor Dad series of books, Robert Kiyosaki. He pointed out that
wealth is created when individuals tap into a network to get their talent,
abilities or sales out to a large number of people.
Actors or athletes are paid so much because their talents are enjoyed
by massive numbers of people through networks like television.
Fortunes are made when an individual can create their own network
by purchasing a chain of stores or restaurants where they make money from
the work of others.
The brilliance of what is commonly referred to as the Networking,
MLM or Multi-level Marketing model, is that it is not just the one person
who taps into a network, (like the athlete, the actor or the owner of a store
chain) that makes large amounts of money . . . EVERYONE in the network
can profit and . . . even make more money than those that are generations
higher in the networking organization.
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Mr. Kiyosaki highly recommends network marketing as one of the
best ways to create wealth because it is the only way you can create a
network where you can be paid for the efforts of others with a low initial
investment and little risk.
The internet has revolutionized the power of this business model. In
my book, How To Create A Money Machine That Pumps Out Cash Even
While You Sleep For The Rest Of Your Life, I examine what makes this
business model work so well utilizing the power of the internet . . . and why,
even with that advantage, so few make money with most MLM companies.
One of the keys that I talk about in my book is duplicability. Almost
invariably, the more a product or service costs the harder it is to sell and the
less viral a multi-level network becomes. In other words, the higher the cost
of what you are marketing, the more duplication is hindered over multiple
generations.
What does duplication and MLM have to do with getting traffic?
Everything! Viral marketing, which is the way we are going to create a
tsunami of traffic, is all about seeing duplication occur in the systems we are
about to set up.

Why What We Offer Through This Ebook
Will Duplicate Like Crazy!
There are two reasons why the traffic waves that we are launching
will virally duplicate over multiple generations until a virtual tsunami of
visitors to your site is realized.
The first reason is that what we offer is what EVERYONE
marketing on the internet wants and needs. Making money on the
internet is impossible without traffic and lots of it. Just about
everyone that you distribute this free ebook to will be interested in
reading it in order to discover our free, easy plan to create an ongoing
tsunami of traffic to their website.
The second and most important reason this will virally duplicate like
crazy over multiple generations, is that the 3 traffic builders we link people
into in this ebook are FREE! If what we are “selling” requires no money,
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carries zero risk, and requires little time to launch, how many of those
traffic seekers who read this ebook do you think will sign up for each of our
carefully selected free viral traffic builders? What if I told you there was a
way to take advantage of multiple generations of marketers downloading
this ebook so that those thousands of books virally distributed would all
have a link to your site?
That system, which all the traffic builders mentioned in this ebook
utilize, will be explained in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
The Multi-generational Way
To Build Up Traffic
Each of the traffic builders featured in this ebook, might have slight
variations, like whether they allow you to advertise your site with a linked
banner or linked anchor text. There might be a difference as to how many
generations a particular traffic builder uses. However in essence, they are all
exactly alike in the way that they function. Let me explain how they will
virally get a massive amount of traffic to your website.
With each of these traffic builders, the first thing that you need to do
is obtain your own free affiliate page. That is the page that will have a link
to YOUR website that other marketers will click, checking out what you
have to offer.
To get your own affiliate page, you typically have to click on a
sponsor link to view their page . . . and then 6 links to view the ads of 6
other marketers.
After you click on each link you will sequentially look at each website
for at least 15 seconds. After 15 seconds there will be a random number, or
number/letter combination, generated at the top of the screen. (In the
picture on the next page, there is a small snap shot of my larger marketing
page from link #1 in the example I am going to present that follows. Note
that the random number that is generated is in green at the top of the
affiliate page that I am advertising.)
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After you have checked out the ad, you then put the generated number in the
box provided for link #1. Then you do the same thing for the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th
and 6th links. When you are finished you should have numbers in all 6
boxes.

Now after you have all the codes, you can register and setup your own
page to be advertised on that particular traffic builder's affiliate page that
you are going to promote. On that traffic builder affiliate page, your own
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page's text link (or banner depending on the particular traffic builder) will
appear in the #1 position.
It is free to register for all of these traffic builders we are going to use
in our tsunami system. It will only require your name and an email address.
When you register, you will set up a username and password that will
allow you to access your back office. In that back office, you will set up
your text ad (or banner for some of the builders) and the URL of the web
page that you want to drive traffic to. There are some other features of the
back office that I will cover a little later in this chapter. But first, let’s look
at how the affiliate page you are given will create viral traffic to your site.

The Viral Magic Begins
When you go to the URL or web address of the affiliate page that the
particular traffic builder you registered for provides for you, you will see a
duplicate affiliate page (identical to the page with the ads you originally
viewed to enable you to initially register) . . . except the list of ads has your
link in the #1 box.

Notice that each ad that was on the original affiliate page (that the
person used to initially register) has now moved down a box . . . Ad #1 is
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now in box 2, ad #2 in box 3, ad #3 in box 4, ad #4 in box 5 and ad #5 is
now in box 6. The ad that was in box 6 on the other page drops out.
You now have your own affiliate page for that particular traffic
builder that you will share with others that also seek traffic to start their
own viral magic. As that page is promoted, your site will be automatically
be seen when others sign up to get their own viral traffic. But at this first
generation of the sharing of your affiliate page, the results will seem to be
minimal.
I am going to show you that when all this is pieced together and one
uses this free ebook as a marketing aid, you will be able to find dozens of
people who will sign up for our FREE system which includes multiple
traffic builders. The hypothetical example I am about to share that will
demonstrate how much just one traffic builder can potentially generate,
conservatively assumes that each person will find just 7 people who will
sign up for free to get viral traffic to their own sites. Using this viral
ebook, it will be very easy to get a minimum of 7 to sign up.

When they sign up, they will get their own pages, which will
push your ad down to the 2nd box . . .
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Notice once again that all the ads move to a lower box with the one in
the sixth box being eliminated.
So at this point, using our conservative example, you only have had 7
people view your link . . . but more importantly those 7 are now promoting
your link to the internet world using their pages.
Assuming each person puts this particular traffic builder in front of at
least 7 people who want traffic and will sign up for free . . . the 2nd
generation would yield 49 more people whose sign up page would have the
URL to your website.

That is 49 more pages continually being distributed that are
getting you traffic to your site. The pages of these 2nd generation sign ups
would have their ad in the first box moving all other links down one
position.

So using our conservative example you now have 49 more people
viewing your website, but more importantly, those 49 are now promoting
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your link (which is now in the 3rd position) throughout cyberspace using
their own pages!
Once again, assuming each person puts this particular traffic builder in
front of at least 7 people who want traffic and will sign up for free, the 3rd
generation would yield 343 more people whose sign up page would have the
URL to your website.
That is 343 more pages continually being distributed that are
getting you traffic to your site. Each of these 3rd generational pages would
move all ad links down putting your link in the 4th position.

So using our conservative example, you now have 343 more people
viewing your website, but more importantly, those 343 are now promoting
your link (which is now in the 4th position ) throughout cyberspace using
their own pages!
Again, assuming each person puts this particular traffic builder in
front of only 7 people who want traffic and will sign up for free, the 4th
generation would yield 2,401 more people whose sign up page would have
the URL to your website.
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That is 2,401 more pages continually being distributed that are
getting you traffic to your site. Each of these 4th generational pages would
move all ad links down putting your link in the 5th position.

So using our conservative example, you now have 2,401 more people
viewing your website, but more importantly, those 2,401 are now
promoting your link (which is now in the 5th position) throughout
cyberspace using their own pages!
Assuming each person puts this particular traffic builder in front of
only 7 people who want traffic and would sign up for free, the 5th generation
would yield 16,807 more people whose sign up page would have the URL to
your website.

So using our same conservative example, you now have 16,807 more
people viewing your website, but more importantly, those 16,807 are now
promoting your link (which is now in the 6th position) throughout
cyberspace using their pages!
One final time, using our example of each person putting this
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particular traffic builder in front of at least 7 more people who want traffic
and will sign up for free, the 6th generation would yield . . .

117,649 more people . . .
whose sign up page would have the URL to your website.
That is 117,649 more pages continually being distributed that are
getting you traffic to your site. Each of these 6th generational pages would
move all ad links down putting your link in the final position.
But you might say . . . in the next generation my link drops off of the
page. That is true. But when you see that even with the conservative
example of assuming each person signs up 7 people to this free service over
the 5 generations you would not only have a total of over a hundred and
thirty seven thousand pages advertising your website, but more
importantly . . . ALL of those pages will remain out in cyberland
indefinitely . . . multiplying and still promoting your link . . . and that's
just the first of the tsunami traffic waves that will continue to grow and
build on each other!

But This Is Only The Beginning . . .
Granted in the real world everyone won’t sign up the 7 people I used
in this example . . . even if it is free to sign up. Some just won’t have a
vision to truly understand how powerful these traffic builders are and they
will doubt that they work . . . and consequentially they will miss out on the
huge traffic flow they could easily have gained by simply trying out the
system.
That is one of the purposes of this ebook . . . to provide the vision and
show a system that will absolutely create a tsunami of traffic to your site.
This free ebook will instill that belief and - - when you actually use it as a
powerful marketing tool - - you could finally realize your ambition to sign
up hundreds or even thousands of traffic seeking marketers. And anyone in
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the multiple generations below you in your organization can use this ebook
to do the same!
However, do not lose sight of the fact that, as awesome as the viral
results are for the one traffic builder we looked at in the above example, this
is only the beginning. When people read your personalized copy of this
ebook, they will join each of our additional free traffic builders . . . under
you!
That means you have increased your potential from having your web
page seen by hundreds or thousands (or even millions) of visitors, to having
your URL being constantly promoted by millions of marketers as well!
I have gone into great detail to explain how these types of traffic
builders are set up to drive viral traffic to your website. Now it is time to
introduce our Free Traffic Builders to you.

Your First Free Viral Traffic Builder
The first free traffic builder in our system is the one I created, Free
Viral Traffic Tsunami. I advertise it as the only free viral multi-level traffic
system that integrates with a free viral rebrandable ebook. It is a traffic
builder that works exactly like the detailed example I gave above. I
encourage you to click on the underlined link to set up your ad on your own
affiliate page. But rather than promote that page, promote this ebook instead
which ties all the traffic builders together that you are about to be introduced
to.
By sharing just this ebook, it will save you the time and money it
would normally take to advertise all the free traffic builders in our system
separately. When you focus on just giving your own rebranded ebook away
you will receive signups to all seven traffic builders simultaneously.

Your Second & Third Free Viral Traffic Builders
Now that you have been introduced to the first traffic builder, Free
Viral Traffic Tsunami, it will be easier and faster to join and begin
generating floods of traffic with each additional builder, as they are all very
similar in function.
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In fact, the second and third traffic builders are identical to the
example I gave and my Free Viral Traffic Tsunami builder. Click on the
following links and follow the same instructions to set up your ad on your
own affiliate page in both of these free viral traffic builders . . . Viral
Million and Traffic Edge.
Before I move on to discuss the last few free viral traffic builders in
our system, I want to touch on some very important benefits provided in the
back offices of all of these traffic builders.

Back Office Benefits
All of the above discussed traffic builders, (as well as the ones I am
about to introduce), provide a back office that offers very important benefits.
First, each allows you to track the viral growth of the traffic waves you
launch. You can easily see from day to day how many new people at every
generation have signed up and are promoting your URL on their affiliate
page.
The back office feature I like the most is the ability I am given to
change the text ad or banner (which some of the builders I am about to
introduce, feature)... to something else I am promoting any time that I
want. When I make a change . . . ALL of the affiliate pages of all people
that have signed up at every generation are instantly updated with my
new promotional link or banner.
This ability is not only useful in advertising new products or
opportunities, but also to try out different ads for the main product or
opportunity that you are promoting to see which ad is more effective.

Can I Put More Than One Ad
On My Traffic Builder Pages?
One of the benefits of having an ebook that promotes multiple
traffic builders at the same time is that a different ad can be placed in the
first position of your affiliate page for each of them.
For example, you might place a text ad to promote your main business
opportunity on your Free Viral Traffic Tsunami affiliate page. Then you
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could put an ad for a product you are promoting on the affiliate page of
Traffic Edge. As you will see in the next chapter, a couple of the traffic
builders I will introduce you to, allow you to rotate ads to promote multiple
business endeavors.
If you only have one program you are promoting, you can advertise it
on the affiliate pages of all of our traffic builders to get massive exposure.

The Fourth Traffic Builder
This fourth traffic builder is called Cash In On Banners also known
as CIOB. As it's name implies, it utilizes banners as the advertisement
instead of text ads. (Note if you need a banner designed for you, I have
graphic arts training and experience and would be willing to create a banner
to your specifications for $10. Email me at contact.danielr@gmail.com if
interested.)
Virally, Cash In On Banners works the same as the three traffic
builders I have already covered. Cash In On Banners, like the first three
free viral traffic builders, has ads that go six levels deep. This program is
free, but note that there is an inexpensive upgrade that has some significant
benefits that I will discuss in a later chapter. Just know, for now, that one of
those benefits of upgrading puts your banners on eight generations of
affiliate pages instead of six.
There are a couple of other things that differentiate this traffic builder
from the first two. First, it rotates multiple banners for you at every level so
you can advertise three different programs or products. If you up grade your
membership, it will rotate many more of your banners.

The Fifth Traffic Builder + Two More Ad Sources
Into Cash In On Banners

Built

The second thing that differentiates Cash In On Banners from our
other traffic builders is that this one incorporates three other free traffic
generating programs within its site.
First, there is Ad Viralizer which is another viral program utilizing
text ads over 6 generations, structured just like the first three traffic
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builders. So actually this is the sixth free viral traffic builder in our system.
I am not putting a link to this traffic builder in this ebook because you will
join Ad Viralizer from the link within the CIOB site. Once you sign up
for your free CIOB account through the link in this ebook (rebranded by the
person who gave you your ebook) . . . login and click on the link “Our
Linked Programs” on the left hand side of the page. On this page, there
are three programs that will help us us get more traffic. Since they are all
free, we are going to join all three of them. Start out by clicking on the Ad
Viralizer banner and follow the directions to set up your text ad on your
own affiliate page. Once you have done so, be sure to go back to the “Our
Linked Programs” page and input your id so you will get credit when
people you give your ebook to . . . join this program.
The second program on the CIOB “Our Linked Programs” page is
called A-Z Ad Board. When you register you get your own affiliate page
with 3 of your own text ads at the top of the page. In addition, it allows you
to post 140 character ads on an ad board sorted by category. The more
people who sign up for this free program using your affiliate link on the
Cash In On Banners website, the more ads you are allowed to post per day.
After you register and set up your 3 ads for your affiliate page be sure to go
back to the CIOB “Our Linked Programs” page and input your id so you
will get credit when people you give your ebook to, join this program.
The third traffic program built into the Cash In On Banners website
is called HotLink Cycle. Similar to a traffic exchange, this traffic generator
gives you ad credits for looking at other marketer's pages. But there are
many advantages of this program over a typical traffic exchange which will
be covered in chapter 8.
This is a free program (although there is an optional upgrade that we
will discuss later) so it is advantageous to join and input your id on the
CIOB “Our Linked Programs” page.
Before I move on to discuss the final traffic builder in my system, let
me make one more comment about the 3 linked programs that I just covered
that are built within the CIOB site. There is cross promotion between
these related sites, meaning links to all of these programs appear on each
other's sites. You have the opportunity in the back office of each of these
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programs to input your id (that you received when you joined them). That
way your affiliate link for all of the programs will be promoted on each
individual site.

The Sixth And Final Traffic Builder
This sixth and final traffic builder is vTrafficRush, a 6 level viral
traffic builder where you post a banner advertising the site you want to drive
traffic to. But here is the catch . . . only those who upgrade their
membership get benefit of all 6 generations of traffic.
So if the free membership does not include this multi-level viral
element, why have I included a rebrandable link for this particular traffic
builder? Simply because the upgrade to vTrafficRush, which involves a one
time cost, has so many more benefits than just the 6 levels of viral traffic,
that I thought once you heard about those advantages that many of you
would want to upgrade. You will learn about those substantial benefits in
Chapter 8.
You should register for the free membership even if you don't want to
take advantage of the significant monetary compensation involved with
upgrading. The free membership does give you an affiliate page with your
own banner on it, but it is only shown to one level of people you give your
ebook to. That is ad exposure that is still worth getting. Plus, by just
registering a free membership you will be making some money. When
people you give your personalized ebook to choose to upgrade their
vTrafficRush membership, you will receive 25% of their upgrade fee.
You will also receive 25% of any advertising sales.
Click HERE to set up your free vTrafficRush account. Once you
login to your back office you will be able to set up your banner ad and
upgrade if you choose to. When you read in Chapter 8 about the significant
amount of money you will be gaining as readers of your personalized viral
ebook choose the upgrade option, you will want to upgrade. Investing a
small onetime upgrade fee will allow you to take full advantage of the viral
nature of this ebook.
But before you can upgrade, you need to set up a free account. Once
again you can do that by clicking HERE.
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Let me say one thing about the ads you place on these traffic builders
in our system . . . whether they be text ads or banner ads. These ads, to be
effective need to lead to a page that is not just an affiliate page to a
program or opportunity. People utilizing these kind of traffic builders see
the same pages for the same programs over and over again. They are not
going to click on links to these stock affiliate pages from company websites.
You need to advertise a unique page, preferably one that you have created,
that gives away something of value that a marketer would be interested
in. Giving away this value packed “Create A Free Viral Traffic Tsunami”
ebook is a great example of how you can evoke a response in the 15 seconds
the viewer is forced by the traffic builder to look at your ad page.
The goal of your ad page should not be to immediately sign
someone up for a program or to sell them a product. It should be to get
their email so that you can sell your prospect on what you are offering over
time. If you look at my ad page HERE, you will notice it is colorful and has
a video with upbeat music to attract immediate attention. The ebook I am
giving away, (which is the one you are now reading), has great content that
any marketer would be interested in, but at the same time it indirectly shares
programs that I want to promote. Notice in giving them the ebook I collect
their email so I can stay in contact with them.
Later in this ebook I will talk about an easy way to create ad pages
that capture emails and helps you to build a list. However for now, I want to
devote the next chapter to putting the pieces together and examining the
Traffic Tsunami system step by step.
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Chapter 6
The Traffic Tsunami
System Step By Step
Now that I have discussed the multiple free main traffic builders (and
the 3 secondary traffic sources through the Cash In On Banners site), how
can you harness the power of all of them to create your personal tsunami of
traffic? The answer to that question is . . . as I have already alluded to
numerous times earlier in the ebook . . . is with a personalized copy of this
ebook — rebranded with all of YOUR links! Every time you give away
your rebranded copy of this ebook you will be launching another wave that
potentially can grow virally into a Traffic Tsunami.
As mentioned earlier, this ebook is like an earthquake that starts
small traffic waves which join up with other small waves . . . becoming
larger waves . . . which build higher and higher on each other until they
create an ultimate tsunami of traffic.
You know you need to create traffic. You have decided you want a
flood of traffic. You know you must take action if it is to happen. So here
are the steps you want, need to, and must take right now to create your own
free viral traffic tsunami . . .

Step 1: Join Our FREE Traffic Builders
If you did not do so in the last chapter, sign up for all of the FREE
traffic builders. (Don't ponder or wonder … you know that gets you
nowhere. Just do it!) Set up your text ads or banner ads (whichever is
applicable) in your back offices of each of the traffic builders you have
joined.
Remember: the ads in all the traffic builders can be for the same
opportunity/product or for differing ones. So PICK ONE for now and get
started. (You can always change the ad later, but if there is going to be a
“later” you have to take the first step NOW!)
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Click on the links below to join our free main traffic programs. Note
that the 3 secondary traffic sources (Adviralizer, A-Z Adboard and Hot Link
Cycler) can be added, free of charge, by joining Cash In On Banners and
then finding their links in the back office.

FreeViralTrafficTsunami
ViralMillion
Traffic-Edge
Cash In On Banners
vTrafficRush
Once you have taken that step, you will have set yourself apart from
uninformed and desperate traffic builders wondering how to succeed, who
join a multitude of programs (sometimes 30 or more) with most of them
draining money from their accounts on a monthly basis. With the Free
Viral Traffic Tsunami system you need to join only these 6 Traffic Builders
and the 3 free secondary traffic resources that are a part of the Cash In On
Banners site . . . and each of them are absolutely free!

Step 2: Rebrand Your
Personalized Copy Of This Ebook
You could join these multiple free traffic builders and try to promote
them individually by yourself. However, that is a massive amount of work,
and you know you want and need to work smarter. What is vital is that the
individual promotion approach will not be duplicable over multiple
generations. The simple truth is that attempting to market these traffic
builders individually will fail to create the powerful viral effect you want
and need: one that will be sustained over many generations.
Why?
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Because first you would have to find a way to advertise all of these
programs at the same time . . . AND then somehow manage to have your
prospects discover and join each of them at the same time. Even if you
tried putting links to all of our selected traffic builders on a single page of
one of your websites, you already know that getting many people to click on
more than one link or banner on a single page and join multiple programs
simply isn't going to happen.
Even if you are able to get a few people to go to your special page and
click on all of the links to the traffic builders in this system, they still need
to understand the combined synergism of how all of them work together.
Without that understanding, very few would ever take the decisive action
that comes from the clear belief these programs will work.
We live in a skeptical society. People don’t believe the headlines they
see in banners and text ads. And – to a large degree – it's understandable.
Everywhere there are ads promising to provide massive traffic to your web
site. Occasionally one will partially deliver on its promises, but even those
usually require major investments of time and money. The overwhelming
majority are just disappointing hype that never even attempt to create real
understanding of a real, workable, integrated system.
Yet people remain curious. Ads do catch their attention. The
headlines pique their interest. People know they need traffic, and they want
to believe.

The Purposes Of This Ebook
The purposes of this ebook are four-fold:
First, to create a true understanding of the exponential,
mathematical power of viral marketing . . .
Second, to instill the vital belief that you truly can create an
ongoing tsunami of traffic by following the plan outlined in this ebook . . .
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Third, to explain the viral nature of the traffic builders that are a
part of our Traffic Tsunami system as revealed in this ebook . . .
And . . .
Fourth, to provide a powerful tool that ties them all together and
multiplies their effectiveness . . . a unique tool that in and of itself goes
viral as it is rebranded generation after generation.

Why Should You Rebrand Your Own Copy Of
The Traffic Tsunami Ebook?
Remember, all the traffic builders I introduce you to in this ebook are
FREE. You already know you can use them to create a deluge of traffic for
yourself.
That is what you have been promised, and it's not going to change.
However, now you will have the additional option to rebrand
this ebook — with all of these traffic builder links personalized with your
own unique ID information.
With your own rebranded copy of this ebook to give out, you
will receive the benefits of everyone who catches the vision. You will
receive the direct benefits of everyone who joins all of the free traffic
builders through your links. When this is your personalized, rebranded
ebook, every person who joins after reading your ebook, customized for you,
will create ongoing traffic for you. And — with massive numbers of people
promoting your URL — all of our many traffic builders will be working
together, virally, for you.
But what makes your rebranded ebook even more explosively
powerful in creating repeating and unending tsunamis of traffic with
exponentially increasing numbers of people promoting your site is the
fact that . . .

The Create A Free Viral Traffic Tsunami Ebook
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Itself
Is A Free Viral TOOL!!!
Every ebook you give away can potentially generate countless
other ebooks, each of which will lead to the multiple traffic builders
with your links . . . and then when all those countless second generation
ebooks are distributed, they will all have links to traffic builder pages
with your links on them. This will go on generation after generation!
Do you see the power of this? You have multiple viral traffic builders
working synergistically with a viral ebook to, over time, get the page you are
advertising seen by a massive number of people.
Many sharp marketers, like you, will recognize the power of having
their own rebranded and personalized version of Create A Free Viral
Traffic Tsunami. They will happily rebrand their free copies of this ebook
. . . as will multiple generations of their future readers.
Why? For the very same practical – yet exciting – reasons you will
choose to rebrand this ebook for yourself.
What are those reasons? Let's review them . . .
Reason # 1: Rebranding this ebook for yourself ties all of the many
powerful traffic builders together, multiplying the viral effect that
each has individually . . . and it continues to do that over multiple
generations.
Reason # 2: Even more important, your rebranded ebook itself
creates a whole new dimension of viral outreach. Simply stated,
when you rebrand your personalized ebook, you will multiply the
process of people joining multiple Free programs, each of which are
themselves powerful viral traffic generators. The combined result is
a dynamically multiplied viral effect that becomes extremely
powerful!!!
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Reason # 3: Because I am going to let you rebrand all of the
dozens of links in this ebook to the many traffic builders . . .

ABSOLUTELY FREE!!!
You have nothing to lose . . . and an ongoing TSUNAMI of traffic
to your sites to gain!
I want to make the free benefits built into this powerful ebook
so irresistible that EVERYONE will want to own their own rebranded
copy . . . and be able to easily give them away to multitudes of people
who are searching for ways to get traffic to their sites. Since the
ebook is free, the numerous Traffic Builders in our system are free
and the rebranding of the traffic links are also free, the amount of
viral distribution from generation to generation will explode
exponentially!
That ease of everyone being able to give away an ebook with so
much value will begin to generate ever increasing amounts of traffic
for all who participate with us.
The 4th reason that you and those people you market to will want to
rebrand this ebook, has to do with a major benefit I am about to reveal to
you in the next chapter. I am going to show you how you can receive
ongoing cash payments from the viral distribution of your personalized
ebook! In addition to generating massive traffic, I want to show you how
you can also create numerous viral tsunamis of CASH!
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Chapter 7
How To Create Viral
Tsunamis Of Cash
In the ebook thus far I have provided multiple links to the many traffic
builders that you can freely rebrand to generate viral traffic. In an upcoming
chapter, I will introduce an extremely inexpensive, multi-generational
income opportunity. This extremely powerful program will have links that
you will be able to rebrand that will insure that as your ebook goes out
virally to multiple generations of people, you will get a massive number
of signups building a residual Money Machine of you dreams.
And the amazing thing is that your initial investment of just $11.50 is
almosted recouped after only 1 signup . . . after that everything is residual
profit! Imagine the flow of income that will come through potentially
hundreds of signups that you could get through the distribution of your
ebook. Every generation of other people's ebooks that result from the
ebooks you personally give away will give readers a choice . . . they will
either join this ultra inexpensive program joining your organization
building up monthly income for you . . . or, if they choose not to join, they
will be advertising your links to everyone that they give out their
personalized copies to.
As I will mention again later in this chapter, this sets up a win-win
situation as you join this single inexpensive program and give out your
ebook. No matter what someone does that sees your rebranded link for
this program . . . you will benefit!
But this single monetized program is not the only source of waves of
cash that you will learn about in the next chapter. In addition, I will go into
detail on how upgrading your membership in two of our traffic builders will
also send you additional waves of cash.
This one selected inexpensive income opportunity and the one time
traffic builder upgrades will take advantage of the viral nature of this
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ebook to create wave after wave of cash going into your bank account. I
chose programs that would be affordable for anyone to join. I will discuss
them in detail in the next chapter, but for now know that our single income
opportunity only costs a mere $11.50. This is an optional program. You
don't have to join it and rebrand it's links, but, trust me, you will want to.
So how much is it going to cost to upgrade your rebrand to include the
monetized links in this ebook?

An Offer You Can't Refuse
So I bet you are thinking . . . here it comes . . . Here is where it is
really going to cost me big time to get full benefit of my ebook going viral.
While I could easily charge — and repeatedly get — $27 or even $47
for rebranding this ebook with all the links (both the ones that generate
traffic AND cash) personalized to benefit you, the reality is that I am going
to give you full rebranding and personalization of ALL THE LINKS IN THIS
EBOOK, both the traffic and monetized links, . . .

ABSOLUTELY FREE*!!!
Notice there is an asterisk, meaning potentially you can rebrand ALL
the links free. After reading about the optional, inexpensive program and
the upgrade to a couple of the traffic builders in the next two chapters, you
will determine how many streams of income that you want to create
through the distribution of your rebranded ebook. Or if you just want to
use the Traffic Tsunami ebook to create multiple streams of traffic, you can
just rebrand all of the traffic builders in this system (and the secondary
traffic resources that are within the Cash In On Banners site) . . . absolutely
Free!
But because monetizing this ebook is so inexpensive, I encourage you
to join the optional income producing program and upgrade two of the
traffic builders. That will allow you to get maximum benefit from the
distribution of your personalized copy of this ebook. But the choice is
yours. It is free to rebrand the ones you join.
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In this chapter I have talked about an inexpensive networking program
that will generate ever increasing amounts of residual income . . . just by
giving away this free ebook.
So what is this income producing program that I have been alluding
to? Allow me to introduce you to an extremely inexpensive program that
not only produces ongoing, month after month, ever growing, residual
income . . . it also provides you all the marketing tools you will ever need
if you want to put some effort into giving away your ebook on the internet.
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Chapter 8
The First Wave Of Cash
Besides generating income, this program
provides all the internet marketing tools
you will ever need . . .
As is the case for most professions, to be a successful internet
marketer there are key tools you must have to do the job really
effectively and efficiently. For the internet marketer, those include tools
such as web hosting, capture page builders, banner rotators, ad trackers,
full featured autoresponders, etc. Sometimes the list of tools needed can
seem daunting, not to mention the need to learn how to pull them all
together into an effective deployment system.
However, it doesn't have to be difficult or mysterious.
In doing my research creating the Traffic Tsunami system, I
discovered an amazing company that offers all the key tools you need to be
successful as an internet marketer . . . all for an amazingly low price.
The name of the company is All In One Profits. With even a basic
membership you receive . . .
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Premium Web Hosting,
a Pro Full Featured, Unlimited Autoresponder,
a Capture Page Maker,
a Url Tracker,
a Url Rotator,
Text Advertising,
Banner Advertising,
a Downline Builder
and an E-learning, Software and Training Library.

You get all of this for . . . get this . . . for only
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$10/month (+$1.50 admin fee).
I have never seen such an array of marketing tools for so little. But it gets
better . . . You also get . . .

An Absolutely Amazing Business Opportunity
All In One Profits pays you for your referrals. Their compensation
plan will blow you away! First of all, at the Basic membership level, you
earn 100% commission. That means the very first person you refer into
the program will earn you back almost the entire $10/month membership
cost (except the $1.50 admin fee). Having paid only $11.50 total to join, you
have almost broken even immediately and will be earning ever increasing
profits from that point forward!
Attrition, or people dropping out of a network marketing downline,
will rarely happen with All In One Profits . . . because people are at a break
even point almost immediately. The compensation structure is a unique
"even up" plan that multiplies the number of people in your organization,
very rapidly expanding your downline infinitely wide and infinitely down.
The amount of residual income, (money that comes into your bank account
month after month), that you can earn is staggering! You can get all the
details of this compensation plan by checking out an amazing training
video . . . It is 61 minutes long but what you learn will “blow you away!” To
register to watch this video click HERE.

Make Even More With The Pro Membership
As amazing as the compensation plan is for the Basic membership,
when your prospects choose the Pro membership, a lot more money can be
earned . . . 50% more to be exact. The Pro membership costs $20/month (+
$1.76 admin fee) and pays out $15/month residual income for every
referral plus a $3 one time bonus.
So besides the increased pay for referrals, what are some of the other
benefits of having the Pro membership? Besides receiving all the tools and
resources given to those with the Basic membership, Pro members also
receive . . .
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• Twice the storage and bandwidth on the Hosting account.
• Your Autoresponder account is upgraded giving you the
capability to share pre-written autoresponder campaigns with
your business associates.
• The Page Builder is upgraded to a Deluxe Drag and Drop
Plugin
• You receive 20 Trackers instead of 10 and 2 rotators instead
of the 1 you get with the Basic account
• You get extended Video Training Tutorials and an extended
library of ebooks, software, graphics package and plugins
• You also receive increased text and banner advertising
I think you see that, as much of a value the basic membership is, most
people will want to join at the Pro membership level.

Why Everyone Who Doesn't Join As A Pro . . .
Will Choose To Do So Eventually
Everyone will want to have the Pro membership sooner or later
because if they don't . . . they will be losing money. Let me explain. If
someone joins with just a Basic membership and even only sponsors a few
people, they will have set in motion the power of multiplication. The
people they sponsored will signup others, who refer others and on and
on multiplying infinitely wide and down generation after generation.
According to the AIOP compensation plan, half of those people will be
placed on your pay line. Because of the many benefits I just mentioned,
most of those people will be joining at the Pro membership level.
If you yourself have only joined at the Basic membership level, you
will only be paid $10/month instead of the $15/month you could have
had if you yourself had joined as a Pro. So you would be losing residual
money every single month. The multitudes of Pro members you might
have on your pay line would cost you $5 apiece, every single month. I
think you can see why it is so worth it to spend the extra $10 to join at the
Pro level.
To start out, you may only want to sign up to the $10 basic AIOP
membership level. But here's a word to the wise . . . when you start seeing
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several people being put in your payline, you will want to quickly upgrade to
the Pro level so you don't lose any commissions.
To fully understand just how powerful this program and opportunity is
. . . I want you to take 61 minutes to watch the free training video I
mentioned a moment ago. That might seem like a long video, but it is very
detailed and goes through everything step by step. You will not only learn
about our AIOP program, but you will hear my plan to create a money
machine that will pump out ever increasing amounts of income . . . NONSTOP . . . on AUTOPILOT!
You will find out in the video that when you join my team, you will
also get a done for you funnel given to you that includes a capture page set
up with your information coded into your autoresponder emails . . . a
promotional card system that you can use to market . . . this rebrandable
ebook . . . and membership in a closed facebook support group all included
with all the products and services you get from AIOP . . . for only $11.50!!!
Here is what some others that have seen the training video have
said . . .
“one of the most amazing and powerful videos I've ever seen . . .
(Sheri B., South Carolina, USA)
“It's the best work from a one hour training video I've ever seen . . .
ever! (Leon S., New Jersey, USA)
“Daniel knocks it out of the park with this one . . .”
(Waldon
S., Florida, USA)
“The duplication on autopilot literally makes you money while you
sleep. In reality, who can sleep after watching this video!”
(Chris M., California, USA)
“I have listened to the complete video and am blown away!”
(Karin F., Western Cape, South Africa)

To watch this life changing
61 minute Training Video
click . . . HERE
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If you had put the ebook down to watch this powerful video, you don't
want to let another moment go by before you join our team. (If you didn't
watch it . . . stop reading now and WATCH THE VIDEO!)

Click Link To Create Ongoing
Residual Income With

All In One Profits
What Is The Easy Way To Residual Wealth?
The easy way to residual wealth is to join the amazing low cost, no
risk business opportunity that I have just presented to you, All In One
Profits . . . and use the viral nature of this ebook and the many traffic
builders to sign up people almost on auto pilot.
By rebranding the AIOP links and passing out your personalized
ebook, most of the people who take the time to read all the way through this
ebook will jump at the chance to join your AIOP organization. And the
ones that don't, will be advertising your AIOP business through the links in
their ebooks that they distribute.
Think about this . . . some of the links you put in the traffic builders
you join can drive viral traffic to a capture page that you can use to give
away your personalized ebook (and at the same time build a list). This is a
great strategy, but you have to be able to build your own capture page. When
you join All In One Profits, we have you covered. You can easily build that
page utilizing the provided website hosting and capture page builder that
comes with your membership.
Or you can rent the highly effective capture page I designed to give
away your ebook. Click HERE to preview the page. For $6/month I
customize a page for you, . . . provide a download page and transitional
pages . . . upload your rebranded ebook on my server so that your ebook
automatically goes out when people fill out the form on your page . . . I host
it all and create autoresponder emails to go out when people register for
your ebook. All you have to do is collect the leads and build a list while at
the same time automatically delivering your ebook. Contact me at the
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email at the end of this ebook if you are interested in getting this capture
page set up.
So when you use a capture page, either one you build, or one you rent
from me, you not only are able to build a list, but you gain more readers of
your personalized ebook . . . many of whom will click on all of it's
monetized links. When they do, each of them will start a new wave of
cash that will grow as that ebook is shared virally from person to person,
generation after generation.
Notice I said monetized links, (plural) in the above paragraph. As
great as All In One Profits is in generating ever growing, ongoing residual
income . . . there are a couple of additional, low cost income streams that
I have tied into this viral ebook. They will be the focus of the next
chapter.
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Chapter 9
More Waves Of Cash
The final waves of our cash tsunami involve a few of the traffic
builders that we have included in this ebook.
Cash In On Banners, also known as CIOB, which was our fourth
traffic builder, is free to use as a traffic generator, but they do have a very
inexpensive upgrade option that you will want to consider. For a one time
$10 upgrade fee, you can initiate waves of perpetual $10 payments to
your Paypal account!
Before I give you the details on how you are going to receive wave
after wave of cash from choosing to upgrade your free Cash In On Banners
membership, let me tell you how this inexpensive upgrade will increase the
traffic you receive and allow you to advertise more of your websites, sales
pages and capture pages.
With your free membership, you normally have up to 3 banners that
are rotated through six generations of other marketer's affiliate pages. With
your $10 upgrade, you immediately are allowed to rotate up to six banners
allowing you to advertise more programs that you are promoting,
products that you might be selling and the give away of your
personalized version of this ebook.
The amount of viral traffic you can potentially receive to your site
greatly increases when you upgrade. Instead of six generations, your
banners will now show up on the pages of seventh and eighth level
affiliates. Two extra generations of pages that your advertisements could
appear on can equate to thousands of extra page views. Of course, how
great the number of views you receive at the seventh and eighth level will be
determined by how many free and upgraded members you and the affiliates
at every level personally signup. This ebook will make it easier for
everyone to sign up a multitude of people into Cash In On Banners.
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How Upgrading Generates Income
Upgrading your Cash In On Banners membership is a no brainer of a
decision. As I said, upgrading only requires a ONE TIME payment of $10.
When you upgrade, you get that $10 back immediately with the very first
person that upgrades after joining with a free membership through clicking
on one of the CIOB links in this ebook. Note that when anyone upgrades,
they pay their $10 directly to their sponsor, not the company. There are no
administrative fees. Cash In On Banners doesn't take anything out of the
payment. You keep 100% of it.
As an upgraded member you make much more than just that initial
$10. Who gets subsequent $10 payments is determined according to an
enhanced “2 up” plan. Here is how it works . . .
As I just stated, the first new upgraded member you refer pays their
$10 upgrade fee directly to you via Paypal. They become a member
of your team.
The second one you refer rolls up to your sponsor's team paying
them the $10.
The third one pays you and stays on your team. You have started
making money!
The fourth one is transferred to your referer's team paying them the
$10.
ALL MEMBERS YOU REFER AFTER THAT, no matter how many,
PAY YOU DIRECTLY and stay in your team!
But that's only the beginning of the money flow!
Every upgraded member in your team, to get the full benefit of the
pay plan, has to transfer the second and the fourth referred by them to
you! You get the money from their upgrades!
These transferred members are now a part of your team and their
first two referrals also roll up to you! Each of those referrals that
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upgrade are potentially worth $30 to you ($10 initial upgrade and $10 for
their second and fourth should they too upgrade).
But wait . . . they are worth far more than than the potential $30.
Because the 2 passups of each of the two referrals join your team, and
their 2 passups join your team and the passups of the passups join your
team . . . and the 2 passups of those passup's passups join your team and
on and on. And all of those continually being added to your team are
potentially worth $30! I hope you see the power of this compensation
model that is initiated by your one time $10 upgrade payment.
Notice in the above paragraph I said “potentially” all those on your
team are worth $30 . . . because normally we have no way of knowing
whether that second and fourth referral that is passed up at every level to
join your team will upgrade. However, if you use the viral power of this
ebook to sign up a multitude of people to CIOB's free traffic program and
they read here about the compelling reasons to upgrade, the likelihood of
receiving $30 income on more of your team members is greatly increased.

Another Huge Benefit of Joining CIOB
In the last chapter I talked about how the AIOP compensation plan
that rewards duplication that goes infinitely wide and deep when combined
with my system centered around a powerful 61 minute training video . . . can
produce life changing residual income. And this is one business that you
can do . . . just by giving out this ebook.
So by joining AIOP for only $11.50 and rebranding the AIOP links in
this ebook, you are setting youself up to receive some serious money that
will eventually come to you every single month . . . on autopilot!
So what does this have to do with Cash In On Banners, CIOB? The
owner of CIOB saw my training video and this ebook and was so impressed
that he wanted to offer a way that all the members of my Money Machine
Dream Team would be able to advertise free on his site with a banner ad
that nobody will be able to miss.
The most effective way to build residual income with AIOP and
my system is simply to get people to watch the training video. This ebook
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helps you share this powerful video with people you give this ebook to by
putting rebrandable links pointing to the capture page which allows readers
to register to see the free video.
But now there is an even more powerful way to share the training
video with those you give this ebook to. Virtually everyone you give this
ebook to will join all of the free traffic builders including Cash In On
Banners. When you give your ebook out to people who give their ebook out
. . . who give their ebook out and on and on . . . not only is your ad seen by
multiple generations of people, you potentially could have thousands of
people in your CIOB downline. And here is where that CIOB downline
becomes very significant!
EVERY TIME someone in your CIOB downline logs in to their
back office they will see this colorful banner inviting them to see the
training video. A large percentage of all that see the training video will want
to join our inexpensive but lucrative business.
It is hard to ignore the banner. It is colorful, large and near the middle
of the screen . . . and it rotates between two messages, one of which calls for
people to click to see the free video. Here is what it looks like . . .

Here is what the second message says as it flashs a new call to action . . .
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It is very hard to miss this banner ad. And when you register your
capture page id (I show you how in a tutorial video I direct you to at the end
of the ebook.) . . . and when all the people in your CIOB downline log
in . . . see the banner and click on it . . . they will be taken to YOUR
capture page that I give you free.
And every ebook you give out can result in multiple generations of
people being added to your downline! All these people will want to log in
often, because as you will soon see, within the CIOB site there are 3 other
traffic programs that are a part of this ebook. Everytime they log in, they
will see your banner (and 2 other links to your capture page) on the
CIOB front page. If people in your CIOB downline see this colorful banner
over and over . . . sooner or later they will click on it. When they do, the
compelling capture page I give you will collect their email and send them on
to see the free training video. Once they see the video, they will want to join
your team.
If you don't join AIOP for the small amount of $11.50, and rebrand the
AIOP links in this ebook . . . AND rebrand this huge, colorful banner on the
largest traffic builder we promote, . . . you will be missing out on the
greatest source of passive income in this ebook.
You will either be making the money yourself as people you give
your ebook to, see the wisdom of joining AIOP by clicking your links in this
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ebook . . . or your ebook you give out will be advertising My links,
building MY AIOP business.
So to get the benefit of virally advertising AIOP and my training
video with every ebook you give out . . . and with a banner that never goes
away (until they join) on the largest traffic builder . . . click below to first
get access to the training video (You absolutely MUST see the video.)

Give Me Access To The Training Video
After seeing this life-changing video you will want to join AIOP and
become a member of my Money Machine Dream Team immediately.
Click To Join AIOP And Be Able To Rebrand AIOP Links
But could there be more cash and traffic coming your way? Let me
mention 3 other traffic programs that are all under the umbrella of Cash In
On Banners.

Another Wave Of Income From CIOB Site
One of the three free traffic resources that you can sign up for through
the Cash In On Banners affiliate site is called HotLink Cycler. It has an
upgrade that costs a bit more, $25 . . . one time, but it has some significant
traffic and cash benefits. As far as getting more exposure to your ad, when
you upgrade, you receive 20,000 ad credits and significantly increased
credits rewarded when looking at others ads.
In addition you are entered in a 2X2 matrix. When that fills through
those you sponsor that upgrade, their referrals and even referrals from
people in matrixes above you . . . you receive $50, the referrer receives $20
(so you are also paid $20 every time your referrals cycle through their own
matrixes) and $25 is taken out to start a new matrix for you.
There are NO limitations on how many profit centers (matrixes)
one member's cycling can create, so there are NO limitations on how
many $50 commissions and $20 bonuses you can receive!
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For a more complete explanation of HotLink Cycler's compensation
plan and to upgrade after joining for free, go to their site. Make sure to use
the link to HotLink Cycler that appears in your sponsor's Cash In On
Banners site when going to the site.

Final Thoughts On Cash In On Banners
The Cash In On Banners site also promotes All In One Profits, the
residual cash generating program that I discussed in the last chapter. After
you use your sponsor's link that is in this ebook to join AIOP, make sure you
follow the instructions on the CIOB site to input your ID so that when
someone joins AIOP through the link on the Cash In On Banners site,
YOU will get credit for it.
One thing I like about the Cash In On Banners affiliate site is the
cross promotion. I briefly mentioned this in the chapter outlining all of the
traffic builders, but it bears repeating. Once you join CIOB and the 3 free
traffic programs on their “Linked Programs” page, each of their respective
affiliate sites promotes the others. For example, the Cash In On Banners
site has your rebranded affiliate links for Ad Viralizer, HotLink Cycler and
A-Z Ad Board (once you initially register them.) The Ad Viralizer page will
have your links to HotLink Cycler, A-Z Ad Board and Cash In On
Banners. The same holds true of the other pages as well. So make sure that
after you join each free program, input the IDs for all of the programs on
each of their respective affiliate pages.
The bottom line is that if you are going to put any effort at all in
giving out your personalized copy of this ebook, you can't afford not to
spend the $10 to upgrade your Cash In On Banners membership. To fail to
upgrade will cost you a lot of money! (Even though the upgrade to HotLink
Cycler, the other monetized program within Cash In On Banners, is slightly
higher at $25, I recommend getting it as well.)

Our System's Final Source Of Viral Cash
The final traffic builder that I introduced in chapter 5 was
vTrafficRush. Unlike the other traffic builders, the free membership did not
include getting 6 generations of traffic, but did have some benefits that I
enumerated earlier. However, the lifetime upgrade had so many benefits,
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especially in generating ongoing income, that I had to include this program
in our system.
Let me highlight just a few of the most impressive of those benefits
that you receive when you choose to upgrade. First, the upgrade is just $20 .
. . ONE TIME. When you upgrade, your affiliate page containing a
banner directing visitors to your ad page, will then, like our other traffic
builders, be seen on 6 generations of the pages of the other vTrafficRush
members. When you consider how many people who will signup through
your link in this viral ebook, that amount of traffic coming to your site could
be huge.
But what really got my attention was the increased income that is
generated for the one who upgrades. Remember, I told you in chapter 5 that
those that don't elect to upgrade, signing up for the free membership, get
paid 25% of the upgrade fees of those they sign up through this ebook that
do elect to upgrade. If you do elect to upgrade that percentage is increased
to 50% on not just the upgrade fees of any one you sign up . . . but also on
the fee paid anytime someone you sign up advertises in the viral pool.

VtrafficRush's Viral Pool
There will be many people who will want to advertise in the viral
pool. So what is the viral pool? If you remember, all free members only
have their banner shown on one level. So whose banner ads are shown on
the other 5 generations of their pages? Those that buy into the viral pool
for a month have up to 5 of their banners rotated into those spots. All
those banner spots are divided among all those that have purchased
advertising in the viral pool in any particular month. So those in the viral
pool have their banners randomly appearing on the pages of a massive
number of affiliates (who did not upgrade) that are not even in their
downline. And the amount of exposure a banner can get is well worth the
$20 monthly viral pool fee. All of the vTrafficRush pages get over a
million hits a day! I certainly plan to do some advertising in the viral pool.
The point is, that when you upgrade, you not only receive $10 (50%
of the $20 upgrade fee) everytime someone that gets your rebranded
ebook upgrades their free vTrafficRush membership . . . you also get $10
(50% of the $20 viral pool fee) for any viral pool advertising someone you
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sign up purchases. And the viral pool income can re-occur as it is a
monthly advertising fee.
So realistically, if you are planning on distributing your personalized
ebook to enough people where you will have more than 2 people upgrading
their vTrafficRush membership . . . you will be losing money if you don't
upgrade.
There are many other benefits that you receive when you upgrade
your vTrafficRush membership. I will show them in a chart below, but
before I do, let me comment on one more of those benefits. When you
upgrade you have the ability to contact any of the people at any of the 6
levels in your downline or all of them at one time. With the power of 6
generations in vTrafficRush combined with your personalized viral ebook,
the number of people you could contact with special offers could be
massive.
You don't have this ability with any other traffic builder or with my
viral ebook. To be able to send a message to all the marketers in 6
generations of a downline . . . is HUGE!!! Anybody in marketing knows
the power of a list. When you upgrade your vTrafficRush membership you
are effectively automatically creating a list in a sense, even though you aren't
given their emails and you must use the back office to send your message.
Now having the ability to contact your downline (that could
potentially, with the help of this ebook, reach thousands of marketers) does
not mean you treat it like a list where those on your list have opted in. You
don't want to send them multiple emails a day or even a week. Spamming
will get you in trouble. But if you introduce who you are in a message and
let them know that you are in their upline in vTrafficRush and occasionally
present them with a special offer or something that would benefit them, like
this ebook . . . it would be a really powerful capability to have in your
marketing arsenal.
Quite honestly, not even considering all the money that can be
made . . . that ability to email your entire downline is priceless! If you
see what I see, there will be no doubt . . . you will want to pay the one-time
$20 to upgrade your membership.
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I don't want to take any more time to enumerate all the benefits of
upgrading . . . but let me just show you a chart that lists them all. There is
further explanation when you login to your back office. The chart
comparing the benefits of the free membership to the benefits of the
upgraded, lifetime Pro membership can be viewed on the next page . . .

There is one other bit of information on this chart that I want to call
your attention to. If you have a free membership you must login to your
back office once every 30 days. If you upgrade to the Pro membership,
that requirement will be extended to 90 days. You most likely will want to
check the growth of your downline fairly often, so meeting that requirement
should not be a problem. But if you think you might get busy and forget,
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you might want to use google calendar to send yourself an email reminder
to login a day or two before the deadline. You do not want to fail to meet
their requirement, for they will inactivate your account taking down your
banner until such time as you do login.
You have discovered the many advantages to upgrading your free
account in vTrafficRush. The choice is yours. This is an option. But, as I
said, if you plan on putting any effort at all into giving away your
personalized viral ebook, you really don't want to miss out on all the extra
traffic, cash and ability to contact your downline. Once you upgrade, just
seeing two people who receive your ebook also choose the upgrade
option will pay back your one time investment . . . and then it is continual
profit thereafter.
To upgrade . . . first click on this link, vTrafficRush, to join as a
free member. Then login to your back office and click on the “Upgrade
To Pro” link . . . make the payment . . . and your account is set up for life!
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Chapter 10
A Final Word
I know we have covered a lot in this ebook. I told you in the
beginning that this ebook was not going to be a typical 15 page pdf of
rehashed information given away just to build a list. This is more than an
ebook . . . it is a viral system that can generate massive traffic to your
pages and ongoing, ever growing income to your bank account. The fact
that you have gotten this far in an ebook of this length . . . shows me that
you “see” how powerful that this viral vehicle really is!

Let me Put It All Together For You . . .
How Will Rebranding
The Traffic Tsunami Ebook
Benefit You?
Here are just a few of the key benefits you will receive when you
utilize the Traffic Tsunami system and begin actively working to give your
free personalized ebook away:
 You will have Tsunami-sized traffic flooding to several of your
sites, generated from the viral power of the many free traffic builders
(and free secondary traffic resources) combined with the viral,
multi-generational power of this ebook!

 If you set up an optin form on a capture page (using the tools AIOP
provides) to give away your ebook, you will generate your own
massive personal list that you can then use to profitably market
whatever products and services you choose.
By also joining the inexpensive, cash generating optional programs in
this ebook (and rebranding their links), you can look forward to seeing
a continual flow of cash into your accounts from . . .
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 AIOP – With All In One Profit's unique compensation plan the
number of people you bring into this $10 program is multiplied
infinitely wide and infinitely deep! With that multiplication comes
an incredible amount of residual income that is generated! You
have to see the FREE 61 minute Training Video to fully grasp the
magnitude of this opportunity! In this video I will teach you a simple
2 step system, where I provide all the tools and support you need . . .
to create a money machine that pumps out ever increasing amounts
of cash . . . NON-STOP . . . on AUTOPILOT! To view this life
changing free training video click HERE.
Remember, all this income, once generated, keeps coming in
residually every single month! This is one of the most lucrative lowcost programs I have ever come across. And the amazing thing is that
your income can be built up with almost no effort at all by giving out
this benefit packed ebook.
 Also, receive additional substantial amounts of ongoing income
from upgrading your Cash In On Banners and vTrafficRush
memberships (as well as your HotLinks Cycler membership) as you
give out your personalized Traffic Tsunami ebook.
The more you focus on actively ensuring that your personalized copy of
this ebook is distributed widely throughout the internet, the more these
multiple streams of income will be able to generate a life changing cash flow
for you.
Don't miss out on all of these benefits! Join the Traffic Tsunami team
and rebrand your own personalized ebook to give away today!
Remember, there is no cost whatsoever for you to be able to rebrand all
the traffic links in this ebook and start receiving massive traffic to your
websites. Who needs Google to get traffic?
I hope, by now that you see the many, many benefits of rebranding
ALL the links in this ebook, both the traffic ones and the cash generating
one.
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Monetizing This Ebook
Puts You In A Win-Win Situation
I said this earlier in the ebook, but it is so important, it bears
emphasizing again. When you rebrand this ebook and elect to participate in
our main residual income producing progam, AIOP, for only $10 (and $1.50
admin fee) . . . and you upgrade your memberships to Cash In On Banners,
vTrafficRush and HotLink Cycler . . . you will create a win-win situation
for yourself. You will qualify for the viral rebranding option for your
ebook!
When others read your ebook and decide to rebrand their own copy to
create a viral traffic tsunami to their site (or sites), you win . . . whether or
not they monetize their own ebook.
As you continue to give out your own rebranded copy of this ebook
and those that read it choose to upgrade the traffic programs Cash In On
Banners, vTrafficRush and HotLinks Cycler . . . and optionally also
participate in the low cost income generating opportunity offered by AIOP
. . . you will see a steady flow of ever growing cash payments to your
Paypal account.
Or . . . if your prospect that you give your ebook to doesn't want to
join our monetized program and upgrade two of the traffic builders . . .
you still win! Why? Because if you have joined the programs yourself, your
links will appear in their ebooks. For example, if they don't join our
inexpensive program, AIOP, every AIOP link in their ebook that they give
out, will be advertising for you! You are then making money from these
links in all of their ebooks that they do not choose to rebrand!
Take the step now to create what you want . . . a steady stream of
just traffic or both traffic and cash, day after day, month after month!
Decide what you really want. The choice is yours . . .
If you want your ebook to generate both traffic and ongoing residual
income, join all of the free traffic builders and the monetized program,
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as well as upgrade two of the traffic builders (plus the other traffic
program, Hotlink Cycler).
Ok, in order to rebrand your own personalized ebook you must first join
all of the free traffic builders and make a note of the ID's you create
when you register to get your own affiliate page.
Here are the links again to the free traffic builders, if you did not join
them when they were presented earlier in the ebook . . .

The Free Traffic Builders
FreeViralTrafficTsunami
ViralMillion
Traffic-Edge
Cash In On Banners
vTrafficRush
NOTE . . . The last two traffic builders listed above, Cash In On Banners

and vTrafficRush, have upgrades that you will want to consider if you want
to add those significant income streams to your ebook. Once you have
registered for your free affiliate page with both programs, login to both back
offices and follow instructions to upgrade your membership.
Remember that within the Cash In On Banners site there are 3 other free
traffic generating programs that are not listed directly above that you will
need to join. To do so, you need to login to the membership area of Cash
In On Banners. On the left hand side of the page, click on the “Our Linked
Programs” link. On that page you will be able to register for the 3 extra free
traffic generating platforms, Ad Viralizer, A-Z Adboard and HotLink
Cycler. Among these three programs only HotLink Cycler has an optional
upgrade. That upgrade not only provides traffic benefits, but has a powerful
compensation plan. To take advantage of this additional stream of income as
you give away your personalized ebook, you need to upgrade your free
HotLink Cycler account. To do that, you first have to register for your free
account. Once you have your free membership you can login to the back
office of HotLink Cycler to learn how you can upgrade that membership.
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One Additional Note . . . Once you have your ID's, input them in the

empty boxes on each of the back office pages of the four programs, Cash
In On Banners, Ad Viralizer, A-Z Adboard and HotLink Cycler, so that
you will get credit when others join from your affiliate pages. Don't
forget to click on the AIOP link in the Cash In On Banners back office
and add your AIOP link.
Speaking of AIOP, if you have watched the 61 minute Training
Video, you know how powerful, this one monetized program is that I have
made a part of this ebook. If you are going to distribute this ebook at all,
you are going to want to join AIOP. Why? Because, you basically have
almost received all of your initial investment back with the very first
person that clicks on your link in your personalized ebook to join.
As powerful as the 61 minute Training Video is . . . you probably
will get that first sign up with the first couple ebooks you give away! And
after that signups through your ebook will generate ever increasing
amounts of residual profit!

You Will Want To Join . . .
This Income Producing Program

CLICK AIOP (All In One Profits)
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Now it is time . . .
To Rebrand
YOUR Ebook!

Click on the link below to go to the rebrand page.

Rebrand My Ebook
When you are on this page, input the id's in the boxes for the AIOP
program, the Traffic Builders and for your name and email address.
Then click on the red “Rebrand It” button on the page, then the
“Download PDF” on the next page . . . wait a few seconds, and you will
have your own personalized copy of this ebook to generate wave after
wave of traffic and cash!
________________________________________
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You can give away your ebook, by advertising and having those that
respond to your ad, email you their request. Then attach your ebook to your
email response.
If you want to automate the process of giving out your ebook while
at the same time building a list, you can use the AIOP splash page builder,
hosting and autoresponder to build your own capture page, create and host
a download page, upload your ebook to your hosting, write the response
emails and set up the autoresponder. Then when people come to your
capture page, and optin to get your ebook, the delivery of your ebook and
your immediate message to your prospect as well as subsequent messages
will be delivered automatically for you.
If you want an automated delivery system, but don't know how or
don't want to take the time to set up everything I mentioned in the above
paragraph, you can rent my capture page system set up with your ebook and
autoresponder emails for just $6/month. If you want to see the capture page
that you would receive, it is at http://createviraltraffic.com. Email me at
the address at the end of the ebook if you are interested.

VERY IMPORTANT ADDENDUM . . . You need to be on our list
to get news of ebook updates. If we add a traffic builder or replace one that
is not keeping up their site, or if we have new features we put into the ebook,
we want to notify you of updated editions of this ebook so you can quickly
rebrand a new copy of your ebook.
I am asking that if you want to be notified of a new version that
you can download and use to rebrand your own ebook, please go to this
link . . .

CreateViralTraffic.com/ebook-notification-list
(For some reason I couldn't make this link clickable, so please highlight
the link above, copy it and then paste it in your browser.)
Whether you have previously opted into my list to get your ebook,
or you received your ebook from someone else, please go to this page
and take a moment to leave your name and email in the form. I will
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then notify you by email if there is an upgraded version of the ebook
that you can download and use to quickly rebrand another personalized
copy for you to give away.
One more thing . . . I have a series of tutorial videos that will give
you an overview of the ebook . . . walk you through the process of joining
and setting up your ads in the traffic builders . . . and how to quickly and
easily rebrand your own copy of this ebook. View them HERE.

Don't Delay . . .
Rebrand Your Own
Personalized Ebook
Today!
Here is the link to the rebrand page one last time . . .

Rebrand My Ebook
Once you have your rebranded ebook . . . give it away to
every one and in every way that you can . . . and then
watch the Traffic and the Cash roll in like a Tsunami.

I am committed to your success!

Daniel Rydstedt
TheMoneyMachineTeam@gmail.com
This ebook is given to you compliments of . . .

Simon Loi
simonloinz@gmail.com
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Contact them with any questions you might have.
If you cannot reach your sponsor or if they cannot answer
your questions feel free to email me at the address above.
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